PRIVILEGES IN CAMPUS

The AlumNUS Card entitles NUS alumni to a host of benefits and privileges on campus and islandwide.

Apply for your complimentary AlumNUS Card at alumnet.nus.edu.sg/alumnuscard.

Check out the enticing privileges from our partners offering perks in Travel & Leisure, Food & Beverage, Beauty & Wellness and others. There is always something to fit your exciting lifestyle!

Shaw Foundation Alumni House

NUS alumni enjoy 20% off venue rental.

Complimentary use of Wi-Fi and Alumni Service Centre facilities.

Need a venue for meetings, reunions, parties, networking events, or just a place to hang out?

Managed by the NUS Office of Alumni Relations, the Shaw Foundation Alumni House (SFAH) located at NUS Kent Ridge campus offers a wide range of facilities suitable for conferences, seminars, workshops, and other business and social events. Facilities at SFAH include a 298-seater auditorium with a pre-function foyer and VIP room, 35-seater conference room with an exclusive lounge area, and four seminar rooms with seating capacity ranging from six to 100 persons.

Click here to view SFAH Venue Rental Kit.

Terms & Conditions:
- AlumNUS card and Photo ID must be presented upon confirmation of booking.
- Please contact SFAH to check for venue availability and booking process.

For more information, please email sfahvenues@nus.edu.sg or call +65 6516 7700.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
Shaw Foundation Alumni House, 11 Kent Ridge Drive, Singapore 119244
Website: nus.edu.sg/alumnet

Bar Bar Black Sheep

Enjoy 20% off North Indian, Thai and Western à la carte food menu.

With a full bar and three independent kitchens - North Indian, Thai and Western, the NUS community will be spoilt for choice with the variety. The ever-popular butter chicken, authentic Thai street food, and pastas/tapas/burgers are all present.

A popular live band performs on Tuesdays to Sundays from 6.30pm onwards (so do come over early to grab seats!). Thursdays are open mic nights, and there are 1-for-1 specials on Wednesdays for ladies. The $4.90 nett NUS Bar Menu offers a wide variety of drinks. Lavazza Cold Brew coffee (first to serve in Singapore!) is also available for sleepyheads, with coconut or mint flavours.

Terms & Conditions:
- Only valid at Kent Ridge outlet.
- AlumNUS card must be presented for verification purposes.
- Discount is not valid with other promotions and set lunches.

These discounts/privileges are offered at: 50 Kent Ridge Crescent, Singapore 119279
Website: bbbs.com.sg

Updated as of 12 February 2020
Lee Kong Chian Natural History Museum (LKCNHM)

Enjoy 10% discount on single entry tickets as well as for both Individual and Family membership.

Terms & Conditions:

- The 10% discount on single entry tickets is only eligible for a maximum of one ticket per day and is to be purchased at the LKCNHM Reception Counter.
- NUS Alumni must produce their valid AlumNUS Card at point of purchase of single entry ticket or application of Individual or Family membership.
- The Membership Card must be presented with your identity card to enjoy the benefits. The Family Membership Card can only be used once daily.
- Membership fees shall be paid in full and are non-refundable.
- Membership is non-transferrable.
- Membership will commence upon first usage of the card and is valid till expiry date as indicated on the card.
- Loss of card must be reported immediately to LKCNHM at 6601 3333 or via email to nhmmembership@nus.edu.sg. There will be a $21.40 replacement fee for each card.
- LKCNHM reserves the right to decline new membership applications, offer renewal and to terminate a membership without liability or refund, should there be a misuse of card, at any time.
- LKCNHM reserves the right to amend the benefits, discounts, or terms and conditions without prior notice.

Lee Kong Chian Natural History Museum
2 Conservatory Drive, Singapore 117377
Tel: 6601 3333, Email: nhmmembership@nus.edu.sg

Website: lkcnhm.nus.edu.sg

NUS Multi-Purpose Co-operative

5% discount on books, stationeries, PC accessories and NUS-branded items.

Terms & Conditions:

- For normal-priced items only. Discount cannot be used in conjunction with other promotions, discounts or offers.
- AlumNUS Card must be presented prior to payment.

NUS Co-op, Ground Floor, Central Library Building, 12 Kent Ridge Crescent, Singapore 119275

Subway Singapore

20% discount on total bill.

Terms & Conditions:

- Valid for outlets located in NUS Campus only.
- Not to be used in conjunction with other promotions, discounts or offer items.
- AlumNUS Card must be presented prior to payment.

Subway Cart at E4 Engineering, Subway Cart at LT25 Science, Subway at Yusof Ishak House and Subway at University Town.

Bookhaven

5% discount for all merchandise.

Visit the e-store at: nusbookhaven.myshopify.com

Terms & Conditions:

- Not to be used in conjunction with other promotions and nett-priced items e.g. magazines, vouchers, selected PC accessories and selected NUS Memorabilia.
- AlumNUS Card must be presented prior to payment.

Bookhaven
Stephen Riady Centre, #01-07 University Town
2 College Avenue West, Singapore 168607
Tel: 6694 4346, Email: enquiries@bookhaven.com.sg

Facebook: facebook.com/bookhavenUtown

NUS Libraries

- Complimentary entry to all NUS Libraries upon presenting the AlumNUS card.
- Annual subscription fee at $139.10 (U.P: $353.10) or a 5-year membership package (exclusive for NUS alumni) at $460.10.

Membership forms can be obtained from NUS Central Library.

Visit lib.nus.edu.sg for more information on ‘Membership and Rules’ and application form, or call Loans and Membership Services at 6872 1595.

Website: libportal.nus.edu.sg

FOOD & BEVERAGE

Racines at Sofitel Singapore City Centre

- 15% off Racines’ À la Carte Menu.

A taste of authentic French cuisine and refined local Chinese delights await diners at Racines. Helmed by the award-winning Executive Chef Jean-Charles Dubois, connoisseurs of gourmet experiences will enjoy a menu of traditional French classics and timeless Chinese dishes prepared by two distinct culinary brigade at four live cooking stations.
AlumNUS Card privileges
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Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 1 December 2020.
- Valid for food items only.
- Promotion is not valid with other discounts, promotions, vouchers or offers.
- Promotion is not applicable on public holidays and selected dates: Valentine’s Day, Easter Sunday, Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, and during Formula One Grand Prix.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:
- Racines, Level 5 Sofitel Singapore City Centre, 9 Wallich Street, Singapore 078885

Website: sofitel-singapore-citycentre.com
Facebook: facebook.com/sofitelsingaporecitycentre

The Horse’s Mouth Bar
- 15% off total bill.

The Horse's Mouth Bar is a hidden speakeasy tucked away at a corner of Orchard Road. The entrance to this bar is hidden behind curtains and a sliding door that are located within a ramen store! The Horse’s Mouth serves craft cocktails utilising a wide range of premium spirits, liqueurs, and home-made tinctures and syrups from seasonal ingredients. Aside from cocktails, enjoy a variety of Japanese-inspired nibbles including fresh sashimi from Toyosu market, delicious Hakata-style ramen and more! Craft cocktails accompanied with tasty bar snacks and a merry atmosphere, the recipe for a hearty night out and one-of-a-kind experience straight from the Horse’s Mouth.

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 31 October 2020.

Uma Uma Ramen
- 10% off total bill.

Uma Uma is the original Hakata Ramen! Established in 1953 in Fukuoka, Japan, Uma Uma serves delicious ramen, made according to a family recipe, with a robust and aromatic tonkotsu stock. Signature dishes include the original Uma Uma Ramen (Hakata noodles in tonkotsu broth), Mazesoba (a dry-style ramen created in Singapore just for Uma Uma – it was such a hit the Japanese brought it to Japan!), and Chasiu Don (perfectly charred chasiu slices and bits over fluffy Japanese rice). The two Uma Uma branches in Singapore are conveniently located on Orchard Road and at Millenia Walk.

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 31 October 2020.
- Available daily, excluding public holidays.

Alternative Selection
- 10% off with min. spending of $20 for butchery products.
- 5% off with min. spending of $10 for others products.
- 10% off total food bill (excluding beverage).

Ryan’s Grocery – a boutique grocer and butcher that caters to discerning foodies with exquisite tastes and special dietary requirements. Fuelled by passion, Ryan’s Grocery mindfully sources from certified organic and free-range farms that are ensured with humane animal treatment, and advocates a farm-to-table movement. Committed to providing healthy options for all dietary requirements and bringing the highest quality produce, the Grocer procures a comprehensive range of the highest quality offerings – from seasonal organic vegetables, to organic and free-range meats, even to gourmet cheeses. Ryan’s Grocery aims to be a conscious ethical food provider who inspires and aspires in every step of your sustainable journey.
AlumNUS Card privileges

Terms & Conditions:

- Valid till 15 November 2020.
- Original NUS Alumni Card / NUS Student Card / NUS Staff Card must be presented at the point of payment
- Valid only at Ryan’s Grocery Binjai Park and Ryan’s Grocery and Café Great World City

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:

- 29 Binjai Park Singapore 589831
- 1 Kim Seng Promenade #B1-144/145/146, Great World City, Singapore 237994

Website: rysngrocery.com

Facebook: facebook.com/Ryansgrocery

Burger Plus

- 10% off with minimum spending of $20.

We are a premium Korean fast food restaurant that has a Western twist. Get a taste of this delicious fusion and experience classics on another level. Primarily, as a burger restaurant in Singapore, you will find that our menu tells a story: "We are more than your everyday Korean burger restaurant." Welcome to a next-level diner, Burger+.

Terms & Conditions:

- Valid till 30 September 2020.
- With minimum spending of $20.
- Not valid with voucher claims.
- Not valid with other promotions

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:

- Burger Plus, 435 Orchard Road, #01-37/38, Wisma Atria, Singapore 238877

Website: burgerplus.com.sg

Facebook: facebook.com/pg/BurgerPlusSG

Bangkok Jam

- 10% off total bill.

Inspired by the vivacious "Land of Smiles", Bangkok Jam started with a refreshing idea – to offer a unique interpretation of traditional Thai fare for diners seeking a cozy dining experience. At Bangkok Jam, we have been proudly serving unique Thai dishes since our doors opened at Great World City in 2007. Helmed by a dedicated Thai culinary team, each ingredient is meticulously hand-picked to convey love in every dish we serve you. Today, our menu presents a mixture of curated dishes refined over the years, as well as traditional classics from the world’s beloved cuisine. Further fuelled by our passion to continuously better your dining experience in Bangkok Jam, we are devoted to upholding the representative "smiling culture", just like the friendly folks in the Land of Smiles! The team behind Bangkok Jam is a firm believer that good food goes best with great service. Our commitment to remain customer-focused is established through constant menu rejuvenation to fit the ever-changing palates, and delivering exceptional service to meet your unyielding standards. Ultimately, we hope you enjoy your meal as much as we enjoy serving you.

Terms & Conditions:

- Valid till 31 May 2020
- To enjoy the discount, please present a valid AlumNUS Card upon ordering.
- Offer is valid all-day, Mondays to Thursdays, at the participating Creative Eateries restaurants:
  (All Bangkok Jam Outlets - except Tiong Bahru Plaza, Wheelock Place and Marina Square)
- Offer is not valid on Public Holiday, Special Occasions e.g. Father’s Day and their respective Eves of.

Website: bangkokjam.com.sg

Facebook: facebook.com/pg/BangkokJamSG

Barossa

- 10% off total bill.

An Australian-inspired restaurant and bar where 'outback meets chic'. Barossa is famed for their Beef, Burgers and Beers! Its unpretentious, laid-back and rustic ambience makes it the perfect place to chill out after a hard day at work and tuck into hearty Australian fare created only with the freshest ingredients and premium grades of Australian beef.

Terms & Conditions:

- Offer is applicable to the total food bill, before prevailing GST and service Charges.
- Limited to 1 redemption per card, per bill, per table, per party and per occasion. Diners from the same party are not allowed to split bills and/or tables.
- Valid for dine-in only, not valid for takeaways or private events with 10 diners and above.
- Offer cannot be used in conjunction with other promotions, discounts, offers and/or any other credit/debit card privileges.
- Management reserves the right to amend menu, prices, promotions and/or terms and conditions without prior notice.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:

- Bugis+ 201 Victoria Street #04-08 Singapore 188067
- Bukit Panjang Plaza 1 Jelebu Road #02-18 Singapore 677743
- Great World City 1 Kim Seng Promenade #02-127 Singapore 237994
- Plaza Singapura 68 Orchard Road #03-85 Singapore 238839

Website: barossasg.com

Facebook: facebook.com/baggosg

Updated as of 12 February 2020
Terms & Conditions:

- Valid till 31 May 2020
- To enjoy the discount, please present a valid AlumNUS Card upon ordering.
- Offer is valid all-day, Mondays to Thursdays.
- Offer is not valid on Public Holiday, Special Occasions e.g. Father’s Day and their respective Eves of.
- Offer is applicable to the total food bill, before prevailing GST and service Charges.
- Limited to 1 redemption per card, per bill, per table, per party and per occasion. Diners from the same party are not allowed to split bills and/or tables.
- Valid for dine-in only, not valid for takeaways or private events with 10 diners and above.
- Offer cannot be used in conjunction with other promotions, discounts, offers and/or any other credit debit card privileges.
- Management reserves the right to amend menu, prices, promotions and/or terms and conditions without prior notice.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:

8 Raffles Ave, Esplanade Mall, Singapore 039802

Website: barossa.com.sg

Facebook: facebook.com/BAROSSA.sg

Eat@Taipei

- 10% off total bill.

The endless variety of street food in Taiwan reveals the Taiwanese’s love for snacking and casual dining that Singapore foodies can most definitely identify with. With the popularity of Taiwan’s night markets amongst international tourists, eating streets snacks from Shilin Night Market (士林夜市) have become popular not just for knick-knacks but also for authentic Taiwanese street food (台湾小吃).

Coupling the top favourite Taiwanese street delicacies with trendy desserts, Creative Eateries embarks on a bold new dining concept called eat at Taipei that emulates the many fascinating characteristics of Taiwanese street food subculture.

Terms & Conditions:

- Valid till 31 May 2020
- To enjoy the discount, please present a valid AlumNUS Card upon ordering.
- Offer is valid all-day, Mondays to Thursdays.
- Offer is not valid on Public Holiday, Special Occasions e.g. Father’s Day and their respective Eves of.
- Offer is applicable to the total food bill, before prevailing GST and service Charges.
- Limited to 1 redemption per card, per bill, per table, per party and per occasion. Diners from the same party are not allowed to split bills and/or tables.
- Valid for dine-in only, not valid for takeaways or private events with 10 diners and above.
- Offer cannot be used in conjunction with other promotions, discounts, offers and/or any other credit debit card privileges.
- Management reserves the right to amend menu, prices, promotions and/or terms and conditions without prior notice.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:

- Kallang Wave Mall, 1 Stadium Place, #01-35, Singapore 397628
- SAFRA Toa Payoh, 293 Lor 6 Toa Payoh, #01-04, Singapore 319387
- Tampines Mall, 4 Tampines Central 5, #B1-02, Singapore 529510

Website: Eatatapei.com.sg

Facebook: facebook.com/eatatapei

Flaming Don

- 10% off total bill.

Flaming Don introduces a new and hot concept, offering a fresh rendition of Yakiniku and Donburi. Diners can choose from a wide variety of don bowls, all glazed with the signature Flaming Don house sauces, served with perfectly charcoal-grilled meats and paired with rice as the base staple.

Flaming Don has also designed a hassle-free self-ordering and collection system at the restaurant, offering an interactive ordering experience with reduced waiting time. Not to mention, service charge is waived for all dine-in and takeaway orders. Coupling the bold interior design - a fusion of elements between the chic industrial look and vibrant Japanese culture, and an appetite whetting selection of modern comfort food, Flaming Don will surely be trailblazing to the hearts of the local diners in no time.

Terms & Conditions:

- Valid till 31 May 2020
- To enjoy the discount, please present a valid AlumNUS Card upon ordering.
- Offer is valid all-day, Mondays to Thursdays.
- Offer is not valid on Public Holiday, Special Occasions e.g. Father’s Day and their respective Eves of.
- Offer is applicable to the total food bill, before prevailing GST and service Charges.
- Limited to 1 redemption per card, per bill, per table, per party and per occasion. Diners from the same party are not allowed to split bills and/or tables.
- Valid for dine-in only, not valid for takeaways or private events with 10 diners and above.
- Offer cannot be used in conjunction with other promotions, discounts, offers and/or any other credit debit card privileges.
- Management reserves the right to amend menu, prices, promotions and/or terms and conditions without prior notice.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:

- Bugis+, 201 Victoria Street, #05-02/03, Singapore 188067
Rocku Yakiniku

- 10% off total bill.

ROCKU Yakiniku, a casual, upbeat and edgy Yakiniku restaurant at the new Bugis+. Delivering a fresh concept to traditional Yakiniku joints, ROCKU Yakiniku defies convention by melding a traditional style of Japanese dining with modern entertainment, perfectly characterizing Japanese pop culture. Guest can savour their food hot throughout the entire meal, and there’s no better way to enjoy the tantalizing cuts of meat, ranging from beef to pork and chicken. Flown in from the USA, Australia and Japan, premium cuts such as Wagyu beef brisket, Australian sirloin and short ribs cater to all meat lovers.

ROCKU also entertains and enthral its guests with modern music of Korean, Japanese and Mandarin Pop Rock variety.

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 31 May 2020
- To enjoy the discount, please present a valid AlumNUS Card upon ordering.
- Offer is valid all-day, Mondays to Thursdays.
- Offer is not valid on Public Holiday, Special Occasions e.g. Father's Day and their respective Eves of.
- Offer is applicable to the total food bill, before prevailing GST and service Charges.
- Limited to 1 redemption per card, per bill, per table, per party and per occasion. Diners from the same party are not allowed to split bills and/or tables.
- Valid for dine-in only, not valid for takeaways or private events with 10 diners and above.

Suki-Ya

- 10% off total bill.

Suki-Ya truly brings the popular ‘House of Hotpot’ concept back to life, offering a heart-warming dining experience at an affordable price. Its signature shabu-shabu dish is a must-try which goes extremely well with the quality meats served. Other popular soup choices include Sukiyaki and Touyou Miso Broth. Hungry diners will definitely enjoy the Sukiya experience, as they can order unlimited servings of delicious premium sliced beef, pork and chicken.

Overlooking the panoramic view of the Sentosa waterfront, we present Suki-Ya KIN (金) — a premium edition of Suki-Ya. Drawing inspiration from the Japanese character 金 (Kin), which means “Gold”, the regal name personifies superiority and quality. Suki-Ya KIN (金) features all-you-can-eat premium ingredients from Wagyu Beef, Kurobuta Pork, Tiger Prawns, Sashimi and Maki selection.

Completing the KIN (金) dining experience is the specially crafted KIN Chicken Collagen soup base bursting with hearty and wholesome goodness. To top it off, Suki-Ya’s Healthy Bar features a wide selection of fresh vegetables and ingredients, a perfect combination bringing a balance to the whole meal.

Terms & Conditions:
- Offer cannot be used in conjunction with other promotions, discounts, offers and/or any other credit debit card privileges.
- Management reserves the right to amend menu, prices, promotions and/or terms and conditions without prior notice.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:
Bugis+, 201 Victoria St, #04-06 Bugis+, Singapore 188067

Website: rocku.com.sg
Facebook: facebook.com/ROCKU.sg

Suki-Ya

- Valid till 31 May 2020
- To enjoy the discount, please present a valid AlumNUS Card upon ordering.
- Offer is valid all-day, Mondays to Thursdays, at all Suki-Ya outlets (except Wheelock Place, Marina Square and Tiong Baru Plaza)
- Offer is not valid on Public Holiday, Special Occasions e.g. Father’s Day and their respective Eves of.
- Offer is applicable to the total food bill, before prevailing GST and service Charges.
- Limited to 1 redemption per card, per bill, per table, per party and per occasion. Diners from the same party are not allowed to split bills and/or tables.
- Valid for dine-in only, not valid for takeaways or private events with 10 diners and above.
- Offer cannot be used in conjunction with other promotions, discounts, offers and/or any other credits/debit card privileges.
- Management reserves the right to amend menu, prices, promotions and/or terms and conditions without prior notice.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:
- Kallang Wave Mall 1 Stadium Place #01-35, Singapore 397628
- Plaza Singapura 68 Orchard Road #04-62, Singapore 238839
- Safra Toa Payoh 293 Lor 6 Toa Payoh #01-04, Singapore 319387
- Tampines Mall 4 Tampines Central 5 #B1-02, Singapore 529510
- VivoCity 1 Harbourfront Walk #01-102/103, Singapore 098585

Website: suki-ya.com.sg
Facebook: facebook.com/Sukiya.sg

Typhoon Cafe

Updated as of 12 February 2020
Typhoon Cafe brings the "Taste of Taiwan" to the heart of Singapore. A concept birthed in Singapore that unifies Taiwan's unparalleled flavours, obsession for artisan fruit teas and larger-than-life desserts set in cafe-style comfort. Located along Singapore’s hottest shopping districts, one no longer have to endure "夜市" crowds and compromise sleep to get a Taiwan food fix - Typhoon Cafe is located right in sunny Singapore’s Plaza Singapura and offers Taiwan’s very own street-style dishes alongside Instagram-worthy desserts, all whilst filling the gap of a missing “sit-down” Taiwan street food concept in Singapore. Typhoon Café attains this by bringing traditional Taiwanese dishes and street foods together, alongside an extensive list of bubble teas, fruit teas, and not forgetting specially curated desserts, all in one place. This is done while maintaining the authentic taste of Taiwan, hence the name "台味" (Typhoon) which is an abbreviation of "台湾风味" (Taste of Taiwan).

**Terms & Conditions:**
- Valid till 31 May 2020
- To enjoy the discount, please present a valid AlumNUS Card upon ordering.
- Offer is valid all-day, Mondays to Thursdays.
- Offer is not valid on Public Holiday, Special Occasions e.g. Father’s Day and their respective Eves of.
- Offer is applicable to the total food bill, before prevailing GST and service Charges.
- Limited to 1 redemption per card, per bill, per table, per party and per occasion. Diners from the same party are not allowed to split bills and/or tables.
- Valid for dine-in only, not valid for takeaways or private events with 10 diners and above.
- Offer cannot be used in conjunction with other promotions, discounts, offers and/or any other credit/debit card privileges.
- Management reserves the right to amend menu, prices, promotions and/or terms and conditions without prior notice.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
- Online store: glamorbit.com.sg
- 2 Jalan Rajah Golden Wall Flatted Factory #05-06

Glamorbit
- 20% discount for all orders on glamorbit.com.sg

Local company Glamorbit was established because of the founder’s passion for footwear. They source for their own materials and aim to create footwear that are stylish yet comfortable. The brand mission is to empower women to express themselves freely by wearing what they want.

**Terms & Conditions:**
- Mention NUS Alumni when order is being placed.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
- Online store: glamorbit.com.sg
- 2 Jalan Rajah Golden Wall Flatted Factory #05-06

Earnest & Collective
- 20% off all regular priced shoes and belts

Earnest & Collective is built on honesty, modern convenience and the passion to make great quality shoes affordable for the everyday man.

**Terms & Conditions:**
- Valid till 17 July 2020
- Email help@earnestcollective.com with a photo of your NUS card to get the promo code

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
- Earnest and Collective website: https://earnestcollective.com/
- Earnest and Collective website: https://earnestcollective.com/
- Earnest and Collective website: https://earnestcollective.com/

Vestiaire Collective
- $50 off with a minimum spending of $200, inclusive of free shipping, on the first purchase.
- Refer to the VC APP and website for more details on seasonal campaigns.

Vestiaire Collective is the leading global platform for desirable pre-owned fashion. Curated by its trusted community of fashion lovers, Vestiaire Collective has members who inspire one another whilst selling and buying unique pieces from each other’s wardrobes.

Encouraging consumers to join the circular economy as a sustainable alternative to throw-away fashion, the platform is unique due to its highly-engaged community, its desirable designer pieces at affordable prices and its authenticity and quality control process. Launched in Paris in October 2009, Vestiairecollective.com has over 1.5 million items and more than 9 million members across 50 countries worldwide.

**Terms & Conditions:**
These discounts/privileges are offered on:
Website: vestiairecollective.com
App: Vestiaire Collective

HEALTH & BEAUTY

TOOFDOCTOR Dental Surgeons

A. Dental Wellness Package at $160.50 nett.
   - (Package includes: Scaling and Polishing, Fluoride Therapy, Full-Mouth X-ray (OPG) and Consultation)

B. Orthodontic Package from $3,800.
   - (Package includes: Full Mouth X-ray (OPG), Consultation, Study Model and Retainer)

C. TOOFIMPLANT Package from $2,495 (after Medisave deduction).
   - (Package includes dental implant with restoration)

D. Mouth Guard at $214 nett.

Terms & Conditions:

- Valid till 31 December 2021
- Prices indicated herein include prevailing GST.
- Prior appointment is required. Please quote ‘NUS AlumNUS’ when making appointment.

Farrer Park Hospital

- Present NRIC and AlumNUS card upon registration at the clinics.
- No refund will be given for unutilised items in the packages.
- Terms and conditions are subject to changes without prior notice.
- In the event of dispute, all results are subject to the sole discretion and the final decision of TOOFDOCTOR Management.
- Perks and privileges are not valid with other promotions.

These discounts/ privileges are offered on:
Website: toofdoctor.com.sg

Healthway Medical

- GP Consultation at $17, additional surcharge of $10.70 applies for consultation after 9.30pm and $16.05 applies for consultation on a Public Holiday.
- Seasonal Flu Vaccination at $25 per dose (3-in-1) and $38 per dose (4-in-1).
- Basic Health Screening Services at $98 (Pink Package) and $168 (Silver Package).

Health Screening Packages:
- Healthway Lite (Female/Male) at $370.50.
- Healthway Essential (Female/Male) at $550.
- Healthway Premier (Female/Male) at $700.
- Healthway Luxe (Female/Male) at $3300.

Terms & Conditions:

- Valid till 31 December 2020
- Quote ‘ALUMNUS’ to enjoy the discount.
- All rates quoted are subject to prevailing GST.
- AlumNUS Card must be presented during registration for identification purposes.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:
Healthway Screening (Downtown)
6A Shenton Way, #03-11/12/13, Downtown Gallery, S068815

Website: farrerpark.com/hospital/Services-and-Facilities/Pages/24-HR-Emergency-Clinic.aspx
Facebook: facebook.com/farrerparkhospital/
AlumNUS Card privileges

**Raffles Medical**
- General Practice (GP) Services at Raffles Medical clinics.
- Essential Health Screening from $67.41 at Raffles Medical clinics.
- Dental Scaling and Polishing Package at $100 at Raffles Dental clinics: Includes Dental (GP) consultation, scaling, polishing and topical fluoride.
- Enhanced Health Screening (Raffles Deluxe, Deluxe Plus, Executive, Elite, Elite Plus and Platinum) at Raffles Health Screeners.

**Terms & Conditions:**
- Prices quoted are inclusive of GST.
- Prior appointment is required for Health Screening and Dental services. Please quote "NUS Alumni".
- AlumNUS card is to be presented upon registration.
- A consultation surcharge is applicable for GP services on weekends and public holidays.
- Unutilised items in the health screening packages will not be refunded if declined.
- Listed services are not available at Raffles Medical clinics at Changi Airport Transits 1, 2, 3 and 4, Raffles Executive Medical Centres, and Raffles Hospital: 24 Hour Emergency and Raffles Dental (Specialist).
- Corporate programmes are not applicable with this card.
- Listed prices and terms are subject to changes without prior notice.

**Services are applicable at:**
- Raffles Medical and Dental clinics in Singapore and Raffles Health Screeners at Marina Bay Financial Centre, Raffles Holland V, Shaw Centre and Raffles Hospital.

For enquiries, or to make an appointment, please call 6311 2222 or any Raffles Medical clinic.

**Website:** rafflesmedical.com

**iDOC Clinic**
- $10 consultation rate (U.P. $15) at iDOC’s clinic, Telemedicine and Telebooth services.

**Terms & Conditions:**
- Valid till 1 December 2020.
- AlumNUS card must be presented for verification purposes.
- At first point of interaction with any of iDOC Clinic’s services, please inform iDOC Clinic the details of family members who are to be covered under the discount scheme.
- For consultation at iDOC’s clinic and Telebooth services: AlumNUS card must be presented in person.
- For Telemedicine services: AlumNUS card must be presented during payment/on delivery of medications/at selected Unity Pharmacies when picking up medications.
- Once iDOC clinic has documented the records, you do not need to present the AlumNUS card for subsequent consultations to enjoy the discounted rate.

**These discounts/privileges are offered at:**
- iDOC Clinic: #01-43, 21 Hougang Street 51, Singapore 538719
- Telemedicine: idoc.sg
- Telebooth: selected Unity Pharmacies
  - Hyper Jurong Point
  - Tampines One
  - Thomson Plaza

**Website:** idoc.sg

**Atos Wellness**

**Promotion 1:**
- Refresh, Recharge and Rejuvenate with one of the following Wellness Treats at $38:
  - Purifying Face Therapy (A 60-minute face therapy worth $180)
  - Signature Body Therapy (A 45-minute body therapy worth $180)
  - Contouring Lymph Therapy (A 40-minute body therapy worth $180)
- Gift with Purchase:
  - 1 session of Nutrition Consultation (worth $120).

**Promotion 2:**
- Millennial Facial at $18 (A 60-minute wellness treat worth $180).

Atos Wellness is an established beauty, spa and wellness company with over 27 years of experience with two wellness brands: Inner Harmony and Atos Wellness in products and services.

Atos Wellness’ mission is to become a global leader in the wellness industry – developing and providing a full range of wellness treatments using therapeutic and diagnostic devices through its centres and across the world.

**Terms & Conditions:**
- Valid till 30 April 2020.
- AlumNUS card must be presented for verification purposes.
- This promotion cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts, offers and promotions.

**Website:** idoc.sg

**AlumNUS Card privileges**

Website: healthwaymedical.com

Website: idoc.sg

Northpoint City
AMK Hub

Updated as of 12 February 2020
Appointment must be made in advance, subject to availability.
Applicable to Singaporeans, PRs and Employment Pass Holders, aged 21 years and above only.
Only persons aged 18 and above shall be permitted to enter and remain in their establishment in accordance with the licensing regulation.
NRIC/Employment Pass must be presented for verification purposes.
Strictly first-time clients of Atos Wellness and its associated companies, one service redemption per customer.
Clients with certain medical conditions are not recommended for selected therapies.
Clients are to arrive 15 minutes before scheduled treatment time.
The management reserves the right to vary the terms and conditions without prior notice.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:
- atoswellness.com.sg/nus1 (e-booking)
- Atos Wellness @ The Adelphi, No. 1 Coleman Street, #03-28, Singapore 179803
- Atos Wellness @ The Chevrons, 48 Boon Lay Way, #01-10, Singapore 609961
Website: atoswellness.com.sg

Terra Firma Singapore
1. 1-for-1 Private Trial (55-min) at $140. (50% off for first time clients, one-time use.)
2. 10 + 2 Small Group Mat classes (55-min) at $270. (Ongoing for NUS alumni.)

Terra Firma represents an inclusive community that strives to support you on your fitness journeys to discover your greatest capabilities. Small group classes at Terra Firma are not meant to just run through a workout sequence, but to teach you exercises that you can continue to do at home safely. Experience Pilates in your daily lives through sports and other workouts, recondition and balance muscles to deter injuries.

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 28 February 2021.
- Prior appointment is required and must be booked at least 8 hours in advance.
- Classes sold are non-refundable but may be transferred to one nominee (2 weeks’ notice within package validity period).
- To cancel or reschedule classes, participants must provide at least 12 hours’ notice in advance. A 50% penalty is incurred for late cancellations(s) and no-show(s).

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:
- 111 Somerset Road, #06-06, TripleOne Somerset, Singapore 238164.
Website: terrafirma-sg.com
Facebook: facebook.com/sg.terrafirma

Mary Chia Beauty & Slimming Specialist Pte Ltd
1. 20% off à la carte facial/weight management therapy.
2. 1-for-1 à la carte facial/weight management on birthday.
3. First time trial of Premium Face/Body Trim at $38 nett for one of the following (limit to one redemption per customer):
   - Cryoboost Facial (75-min worth $299.60)
   - Body Cleanse Wellness Programme (30-min worth $299.60)

Mary Chia Beauty & Slimming Specialist Pte Ltd is a homegrown and leading beauty & wellness spa brand with 40 years of experience and expertise in providing premium and quality skincare as well as physique management services for women. To date, Mary Chia has five studios in Singapore and five studios in Malaysia.

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 31 December 2020.
- Limited to first time customers aged 23 years old and above or those who have not visited in the last 12 months.
- Applicable to Singaporeans, Permanent Residents, Employment Pass & S Pass holders only.
- Promotion is not valid with other discounts, promotions, vouchers or offers.
- Photo ID and AlumNUS card must be presented on the day of appointment for verification purpose.
- Prior appointment is required.
- The management reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions without prior notice.
- SMS/Whatsapp <NUSMC> to 9781 7751 for an appointment.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:
- Mary Chia, 23 Serangoon Central, #04-47, NEX, Singapore 556083
- Mary Chia, 183 Thomson Rd, Goldhill Centre, Singapore 307628
- Mary Chia, 1 Jurong West Central 2, #B1-100/102, Jurong Point, Singapore 648886
- Mary Chia, 80 Marine Parade Rd, #05-15, Parkway Parade, Singapore 449269
- Mary Chia, Our Tampines Hub, 1 Tampines Walk, B1-27/28, 528523
Website: marychia.com
Facebook: facebook.com/marychia.sg

Huang Ah Ma The Oriental Spa Chamber
Masego The Safari Spa

1. 10% off à la carte spa services.
2. 1-for-1 à la carte spa services on birthday.
3. First Time Trial at $48 nett (worth $88.81) for one of the following (limit to one redemption per customer):
   - 1 Safari Wellness Full Body Massage (60-min)
   - 1 Therapeutic Warm Compress (15-min)
   - 1 Sea Salt Foot Bath (15-min)

Masego The Safari Spa is Singapore’s first and largest safari-themed spa situated in SAFRA Jurong. The 6,500sqft spa houses 14 safari tents as treatment rooms, and can be used for holding corporate events and private functions. The spa combines the use of natural herbs and massage techniques to create a unique selection of healing spa therapies.

Terms & Conditions:

- Valid till 31 December 2020.
- Limited to first time customers aged 23 years old and above or those who have not visited in the last 12 months.
- Applicable to Singaporeans, Permanent Residents, Employment Pass & S Pass holders only.
- Promotion is not valid with other discounts, promotions, vouchers or offers.
- Photo ID and AlumNUS card must be presented on the day of appointment for verification purpose.
- Prior appointment is required.
- The management reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions without prior notice.
- SMS/Whatsapp <NUSMS> to 9781 7751 for an appointment.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:

- 50 Mosque Street Singapore 059528 (Located inside Porcelain Hotel)

Website: huangahma.com

Facebook: facebook.com/Huangahmasg

Urban Homme Face & Body Studio For Men Pte Ltd

1. 20% off à la carte facial/weight management therapy.
2. 1-for-1 à la carte facial/weight management on birthday.
3. First time trial of Premium Face/Body Trim at $38 nett for one of the following (limit to one redemption per customer):
   - CryoBoost Facial (75-min worth $299.60)
   - Body Cleanse Wellness Programme (30-min worth $299.60)

Urban Homme Face and Body Studio For Men has established itself as a pioneer brand in Singapore specialising in professional skincare and physique management services developed for men. The brand offers a full spectrum of clinically tested and proven skincare and weight management programmes. The best testimony of Urban Homme’s expertise lies in the successful transformations from their customers who have personally experienced their services.

Terms & Conditions:

- Valid till 31 December 2020.
- Limited to first time customers aged 23 years old and above or those who have not visited in the last 12 months.
- Applicable to Singaporeans, Permanent Residents, Employment Pass & S Pass holders only.
- Promotion is not valid with other discounts, promotions, vouchers or offers.
- Photo ID and AlumNUS card must be presented on the day of appointment for verification purpose.
- Prior appointment is required.
- The management reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions without prior notice.
- SMS/Whatsapp <NUSMS> to 9781 7751 for an appointment.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:

- 333 Boon Lay Way, Level 4 SAFRA Jurong, Singapore 649848

Website: masego.com.sg

Facebook: facebook.com/masegospa

Updated as of 12 February 2020
• Photo ID and AlumNUS card must be presented on the day of appointment for verification purpose.
• Prior appointment is required.
• The management reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions without prior notice.
• SMS/Whatsapp <NUSUH> to 9781 7751 for an appointment.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
• Urban Homme, 23 Serangoon Central, #04-48, NEX, Singapore 556083
• Urban Homme, 80 Marine Parade Rd #05-16, Parkway Parade, 449269

Website: urbanhommeformen.com
Facebook: facebook.com/urbanhommeformen

LIFESTYLE

Angel Babybox

• Enjoy 10% off.

Angel Babybox is an evolution of the original Finnish Babybox which provides babies with a safe place to sleep in. The babybox is specially designed by a renowned Singaporean designer and awarded grant by the Design Singapore Council.

The Angel Babybox has all the benefits of the original babybox with improved safety, usability and comfort, and is easily transformed from a sleeping cot to a playing/changing mat. Angel Babybox is compact, easy to assemble and can be flat-packed in its carry case, making it easy to take on the go any time.

The Babybox conforms to British's safety standard: BS EN 1130.

Terms & Conditions:
• Valid till 31 May 2020.
• Please quote ‘NUS10’ to enjoy the discount.
• Discount is applied to the full price of the box (for delivery in Singapore only), excluding delivery cost and are subject to the general terms and conditions listed here.
• The discount code must be applied to the ‘voucher code’ field at the basket page before checking out.
• This promotion is not to be used in conjunction with any other promotions, discounts or privileges.

Angel Babybox

• Enjoy 10% off.
• 1 FREE Spa cum Jacuzzi (dogs) or Mud Spa (cats)*.
  “Applicable for FIRST FULL Grooming only. Not applicable with other promotions.

Mewtants & Woofs, a professional full-service pet grooming studio, offers a wide range of grooming services to pamper your furkid. All breeds of cats, dogs, guinea pigs and rabbits are welcomed! At Mewtants & Woofs, every visit promises to be an experience.

Running a busy schedule and need someone to look after your furkid? Pet sitting services are available too!

Terms & Conditions:
• Valid till 31 June 2020.
• Please quote “NUS” when making appointment.
• AlumNUS card must be presented for verification purposes.
• This promotion cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts, offers and promotions.

Terms & Conditions:
• Valid till 31 December 2020.
• AlumNUS card must be presented for verification purposes.
• For online purchases, please quote ‘NUS2019’ upon checkout to enjoy the discount.
• Discount value is capped at $15 per purchase.
• This promotion cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts, offers and promotions.
• Promotion is not applicable for Houseproud, Best Buy and International Order items.
• Promotion is not applicable for Festive Hampers (Deepavali, Christmas, Chinese New Year, Hari Raya, Mid-Autumn Festival), and Valentine’s Day.
• Not entitled to Noel Reward Points and credit term payment.
• The management reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions without any prior notice.

Noel Gifts

• Enjoy 10% off regular-priced flowers and gifts.

Noel Gifts International Ltd (Noel Gifts) is the leading hampers, flowers and gifts’ company with an extensive offering of chic floral arrangements and gifting ideas for the stylish and discerning.

Over the past 44 years, the company has been bringing people closer with premium quality gift selections for all occasions.

Terms & Conditions:
• Valid till 31 December 2020.
• AlumNUS card must be presented for verification purposes.
• For online purchases, please quote ‘NUS2019’ upon checkout to enjoy the discount.
• Discount value is capped at $15 per purchase.
• This promotion cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts, offers and promotions.
• Promotion is not applicable for Houseproud, Best Buy and International Order items.
• Promotion is not applicable for Festive Hampers (Deepavali, Christmas, Chinese New Year, Hari Raya, Mid-Autumn Festival), and Valentine’s Day.
• Not entitled to Noel Reward Points and credit term payment.
• The management reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions without any prior notice.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
• 9 King Albert Park, #01-13, Singapore 598332
Website: facebook.com/MWpetgrooming

Noel Gifts

• Enjoy 10% off regular-priced flowers and gifts.

Noel Gifts International Ltd (Noel Gifts) is the leading hampers, flowers and gifts’ company with an extensive offering of chic floral arrangements and gifting ideas for the stylish and discerning.

Over the past 44 years, the company has been bringing people closer with premium quality gift selections for all occasions.

Terms & Conditions:
• Valid till 31 December 2020.
• AlumNUS card must be presented for verification purposes.
• For online purchases, please quote ‘NUS2019’ upon checkout to enjoy the discount.
• Discount value is capped at $15 per purchase.
• This promotion cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts, offers and promotions.
• Promotion is not applicable for Houseproud, Best Buy and International Order items.
• Promotion is not applicable for Festive Hampers (Deepavali, Christmas, Chinese New Year, Hari Raya, Mid-Autumn Festival), and Valentine’s Day.
• Not entitled to Noel Reward Points and credit term payment.
• The management reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions without any prior notice.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
• 9 King Albert Park, #01-13, Singapore 598332
Website: facebook.com/MWpetgrooming

Noel Gifts

• Enjoy 10% off regular-priced flowers and gifts.

Noel Gifts International Ltd (Noel Gifts) is the leading hampers, flowers and gifts’ company with an extensive offering of chic floral arrangements and gifting ideas for the stylish and discerning.

Over the past 44 years, the company has been bringing people closer with premium quality gift selections for all occasions.

Terms & Conditions:
• Valid till 31 December 2020.
• AlumNUS card must be presented for verification purposes.
• For online purchases, please quote ‘NUS2019’ upon checkout to enjoy the discount.
• Discount value is capped at $15 per purchase.
• This promotion cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts, offers and promotions.
• Promotion is not applicable for Houseproud, Best Buy and International Order items.
• Promotion is not applicable for Festive Hampers (Deepavali, Christmas, Chinese New Year, Hari Raya, Mid-Autumn Festival), and Valentine’s Day.
• Not entitled to Noel Reward Points and credit term payment.
• The management reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions without any prior notice.
These discounts/ privileges are offered at:
- Noel Gifts @ Mount Alvernia Hospital, 820 Thomson Road, Block B, #01-32, Singapore 574623
- Noel Gifts @ Tan Tock Seng Hospital, 11 Jalan Tan Tock Seng, #01-01, Singapore 308433
- Noel Gifts @ Sengkang General Hospital, 110 Sengkang East Way, #01-24, Singapore 544886
- Blossom Cellar by Noel, Suntec City, 3 Temasek Boulevard, #B1-142, Singapore 038983

Website: noelgifts.com

The Bud Box Singapore

- 10% off all flower boxes

The Bud Box offers unique Flowers in a Box at only $30! You will never be bored as they have over 100 unique and stunning designs, and they come up with one new design a day! What's more, they do delivery for their Flower Boxes island wide in Singapore, at absolutely no extra cost and within the same day! With their dedicated team of florists and delivery support, you're only a few clicks away from the most gorgeous box that will brighten up your recipient's day! Order now!

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 31 December 2020.
- Enter Discount Code 'NUSXB10' before making payment on www.TheBudBoxSG.com to enjoy 10% off all flower boxes.
- Not valid with other promotions, privileges, discount cards and promotional vouchers, whichever is applicable.
- AlumNUS card must be presented for verification purposes.
- No minimum spending required.

Website: TheBudBoxSG.com

FlowerAdvisor

- New users 20% off and existng users get 15% off.

FlowerAdvisor came about as a result of a prominent absence of a single strong brand in Asia for International Flower Delivery. Online users found it a struggle to discover a trusted 24 hour delivery flower site which can be relied upon to send flowers, hampers and gifts to their loved ones anywhere in the world.

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 31 December 2020.
- 20% off for new users (NUS20) and 15% off for existing customers (NUS15).
- Valid for all FlowerAdvisor products online for delivery to more than 100 countries around the world.
- Not valid for add-on item, delivery charge, additional charge for delivery and special discounted item.
- Not valid in conjunction with any other promotion, offers, discounts and vouchers.
- Is non transferrable and cannot be exchanged for cash.
- Only redeemable online at FlowerAdvisor website.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:
- www.floweradvisor.com.sg

Website: floweradvisor.com.sg
Facebook: facebook.com/floweradvisor

Flowers and Kisses

10% off all products.

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 30 June 2020.
- Quote 'alumnus10' to enjoy the discount.
- AlumNUS card must be presented for verification purposes.
- Not valid in conjunction with other promotions or discounts.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at: flowersandkisses.com.sg
Website: facebook.com/flowersandkissesSG

Aranda Country Club

- Special Rates for Booking of Executive Suites:
  - $180/ night during off peak period.
  - $320/ night during peak period.
  - $340/ night during super peak period.
- Complimentary use of 1 BBQ pit.
- 1 complimentary vehicle decal.
- 4 complimentary passes for the use of Club’s sporting and recreational facilities.

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 31 May 2020.
- AlumNUS card must be presented for verification purposes.
- Rates listed are applicable only for booking of Executive Suites located on the 2nd and 3rd floor.
- Additional charges of $40 per night is applicable for booking of Executive Suites on the Ground level.
- Booking is required at least 3 months in advance and is subject to availability.
Booking of Executive Suites during peak and super peak period must be for a minimum of 3D2N and is subject to availability. Aranda Country Club reserves the right to modify these terms and conditions without prior notice.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
Aranda Country Club
60 Pasir Ris Drive 3, Singapore 519497
Website: arandaclub.org.sg/index/index.aspx

Trapped Escape Room

Enjoy 20% off the standard price.
Experience Singapore’s Latest Escape Room to hit town in 5D. Picture this, you’re trapped in a room with your peers, and there seems to be almost no way out. Become the master at solving puzzles, discovering hidden clues, uncovering mysteries and succeeding to escape our next generation escape room experience!

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 31 December 2020.
- Only valid for first-time customers of The Write Connection only.
- Promotion is valid for a one-time usage and at the point of enrolment only.
- Promotion is valid for the term fee of one programme for one student only. In the event that a student is enrolled in the middle of the term, the promotion will be applied on the following term’s fees only. Promotion will not be valid for term fees of remaining lessons in the current term.
- AlumNUS card must be presented upon request.
- Promotion cannot be combined with other discounts or promotions.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
- Scape, 2 Orchard Link, #02-20/21/22, Singapore 237978

Website: trapped.sg
Facebook: facebook.com/trapped.sg

EDUCATION

The Write Connection

Enjoy $50 off (a Waiver of Registration Fee) for regular programmes at The Write Connection for a full term. Valid for:
- Writing Enrichment (Primary 1-6)
- Prep Matters English Tuition (Primary 1-6)
- Critical Reading and Writing (Secondary 1-4)
- P1 Preparatory (Kindergarten 2)

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 31 December 2020.
- Only valid for first-time customers of The Write Connection only.
- Promotion is valid for a one-time usage and at the point of enrolment only.
- Promotion is valid for the term fee of one programme for one student only. In the event that a student is enrolled in the middle of the term, the promotion will be applied on the following term’s fees only. Promotion will not be valid for term fees of remaining lessons in the current term.
- AlumNUS card must be presented upon request for the stated discount.
- Promotion cannot be combined with instalment plans, other discounts, coupons, gift vouchers, privilege cards, or promotional packages.
- Promotion is non-exchangeable for cash and non-transferable to others.
- The Write Connection Pte Ltd reserves the right to change these terms and conditions at any time without prior notice.
- For more details, please visit TheWriteConnection.com.sg.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
- TWC Bishan, Block 237 Bishan Street 22, #B1-176, Singapore 570237, Tel: 6753 5237
- TWC Bukit Timah, 733 Bukit Timah Road #02-05, Singapore 269748, Tel: 6635 3515
- TWC Jurong Gateway, Block 134 Jurong Gateway Road #02-307E, Singapore 600134, Tel: 6816 7123
- TWC Parkway Parade, 80 Marine Parade Road, #09-05/06, Singapore 449269, Tel: 6440 4540
- TWC Bedok, Block 202 Bedok North Street 1, #01-487/489, Singapore 460202, Tel: 6920 7511
- TWC Tampines, 1 Tampines Central 5, Tampines CPF Building #03-16, Singapore 529508, Tel: 6920 8681
- TWC Toa Payoh, 293 Toa Payoh Lorong 6, SAFRA Toa Payoh, #02-03, Singapore 319387, Tel: 6931 7980

Website:thewriteconnection.com.sg

CreativEdge Learning

- 10% off CreativEdge Learning’s weekly programmes for a full term.

CreativEdge Learning is the choice learning centre for young minds in Singapore. To help primary school children excel in their academics, they teach their students to maximise their potential through structured curriculum that develops both language and thinking skills.

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 1 September 2020.
- Applicable to AlumNUS card holder only.
- Promotion is valid for first-time customers of CreativEdge Learning Pte Ltd only.
- Promotion is valid for one-time usage and at the point of enrolment only.
- AlumNUS card must be presented upon request.
- Promotion cannot be combined with other discounts or promotions.
AlumNUS Card privileges

- Promotion cannot be exchanged for cash, is non-transferable and non-negotiable.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
- 5 Tank Road #02-01 Singapore 238061

Website: creativelearning.com.sg
Facebook: facebook.com/creativelearning

World Scientific Publishing Co.
- 20% off selected titles in Times Book Stores

Terms and Conditions:
- Valid till 31 May 2020
- AlumNUS card must be presented to enjoy 20% off.
- Promotion valid on titles from World Scientific Publishing Co. only.
- Not valid with other promotions, discounts and membership privileges.
- Times reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions without prior notice

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
- Times Centrepoint 176 Orchard Road #04-08/09/10/11 Singapore 238843
- Times Jelita 293 Holland Road #02-16/17 Cold Storage Jelita Singapore 278628
- Times Marina Square 6 Raffles Boulevard #03-149/150/151 Marina Square Singapore 039594
- Times Paragon 290 Orchard Road Paragon #04-06/07 Singapore 238859
- Times Plaza Singapura 68 Orchard Road #04-05 Singapore 238839
- Times Waterway Point 83 Punggol Central #02-19 Singapore 828761
- Times Junior Jewel 78 Airport Boulevard #04-220/221 Singapore 819666

Website: worldscientific.com/

The Vocal Studio
- 10% off for the first package booked (or package gift voucher).

The Vocal Studio Singapore offers private vocal coaching lessons for individuals or groups. Students can build fundamentals of singing through proper breathing and projection technique, and learn various songs from vocal coaches who specialise in various contemporary styles including Pop, Musical, Latin, Jazz, Kpop, and Bollywood. Students can join the regular performance day to experience the stage as well.

Not only singing, but also for voice and speech training, The Vocal Studio integrates psychological, morphological, and musical knowledge and skills to help the students develop clear and confident voice. Along with the vocal coaching, they provide album-recording services for any aspiring stars or anyone who wants to keep their personal albums.

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 1 June 2020.
- AlumNUS card must be presented for verification purposes.
- This promotion cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts, offers and promotions.

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
- United House, 20 Kramat Lane, #02-11, Singapore 228773

Website: TheVocalStudio.sg

Catalk.ai
- 20% off all sign up.

At Speac.co, we offer a one stop transcription platform to upload audio/video files with ease. Get searchable, editable transcripts in minutes. We use complementing automated speech recognition that can achieve higher accuracy which relate into you spending lesser time to transcribe. Our focus is to serve and be the leading South East Asian transcription platform.

Terms & Conditions:
- Valid till 15 September 2020.
- Must enter ‘NUSSPEAC19’ promo code to claim
- All completed transaction cannot be cancelled, refunded or amended.
- Speac.co reserves the right to change the terms and conditions at any time without prior notice

These discounts/privileges are offered at:
- http://www.speac.co

Website: speac.co
Facebook: facebook.com/www.speac.co

Keynote Learning Hub
- Waiver of administrative fees ($30) and subject material fees ($15) for a full term.

Keynote Learning is an academic centre in Singapore that provides tuition services to Primary and Secondary School students. Their experienced and passionate teachers have developed a unique system of learning, designed to help both parents and students overcome challenges pertaining to their upbringing and education.
AlumNUS Card privileges

Terms & Conditions:

- Valid till 1 September 2020.
- Applicable to AlumNUS card holder only.
- Promotion is valid for first-time customers of Keynote Learning Hub Pte Ltd only.
- Promotion is valid for one-time usage and at the point of enrolment only.
- AlumNUS card must be presented upon request.
- Promotion cannot be combined with other discounts or promotions.
- Promotion cannot be exchanged for cash, is non-transferable and non-negotiable.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:

- 716 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 6 #01-4026 Singapore 560716

Website: keynotelearning.com
Facebook: facebook.com/keynotelearning

MetaQuest

- Enjoy $50 off (a waiver of registration fee) for regular programmes at MetaQuest for a full term. Valid for MetaQuest’s Science programme (Primary 3-6)

Terms & Conditions:

- Promotion is valid for first-time customers of MetaQuest Pte Ltd only.
- Promotion is valid for one-time usage, at the point of enrolment only and limited to one redemption per student.
- Promotion valid until 6pm 31 December 2020, and can be used when enrolling in 2021 classes.
- Valid for MetaQuest’s Science programme (Primary 3-6) for a full term (duration varies according to programme) only.

- To be eligible form promotion, please present NUS staff/alumni/student card.
- Promotion is valid for the term fee of one programme for one student only.
- In the event that student is enrolled in the middle of the term, payment must be made for the following term’s fees as well in order to be eligible for the promotion.
- Promotion cannot be combined with instalment plans, other discounts, coupons, gift vouchers, privilege cards, or promotional packages.
- Promotion is non-exchangeable for cash and non-transferable to others.
- MetaQuest Pte Ltd reserves the rights to change the rights to change the terms and conditions at any time without prior notice.
- For more details, please visit TheWriteConnection.com.sg/MetaQuest.

These discounts/ privileges are offered at:

- 293 Toa Payoh Lorong 6, SAFRA Toa Payoh, #02-03, S319387

Website: thewriteconnection.com.sg/MetaQuest

Disclaimer:
NUS Alumni Relations and the respective merchants reserve the right to vary/amend the terms and conditions governing the offers at any time. All information is correct at the time of print.

For enquiries, please contact:

**NUS Alumni Relations**
National University of Singapore
Shaw Foundation Alumni House
11 Kent Ridge Drive, #05-01, Singapore 119244
Tel: 6516 5005 Fax: 6777 2065
Email: oarconnect@nus.edu.sg
Website: nus.edu.sg/alumnnet